
VIKINGS GO TO VALHALLA - GAME SHEET 

Will the Hall of Heroes fall, or will the warriors prevail? Vikings Go To Valhalla brings the enraged

generals back together in their �fth outing where the ruthless snake king, Jörmungandr looms near,

hellbent on destruction. Join Gunnar and his army to protect Asgard with respins and Free Spins

where all high paying symbols battle Jörmungandr on every spin. If they win, they turn into Sticky

Wilds! Their onslaught continues into the fabled Ragnarök Free Spins where the warriors always win

their battles! Collect Rage from high pay wins to �ll the Rage meter for up to 20 respins with any one

Viking always winning their battle with the beast. The treasury of the kings is on players’ side too with

a Treasure chest that can land on the 5th reel to award an array of exciting prizes!

ID: 7400

Global release

MARCH 28, 2022

RTP

96%

HIT Frequency

21.73%

Volatility

HIGH

Default Max win

€1,181,700



Key selling points

A continuation of Yggdrasil’s most successful series

Rage collections �ll much faster than in previous Vikings games

Massive win potential in Ragnarok free spins

Paylines

25

Default bet size

€2.5

Default bet range

€0.25 - €50

Default coin range

0.01 - 2

Default max multiplier

X 23,634
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Target demographic

Players who enjoyed previous Vikings games

Fans of ‘collections’ mechanics

Players who value superior visual effects

Streamers, because of Ragnarok buy bonus
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Game features

Rage collections

High pays collect rage each time you win on

them. When one of the rage meters is full,

Berserk respins are awarded.

Berserk respins

All the instances of high pays that land on the

reels �ght Jörmungandr. Victorious ones turn

into sticky wilds. The high pay that triggered

the respins is in berserk mode - has a 100%

chance to win the �ght. The respins continue

as long as at least one high pay wins after the

spin.
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Free spins

3/4/5 scatters trigger 7/14/21 free spins. Each

free spins session gets up to 4 random boost.

All the instances of high pays that land on the

reels �ght Jörmungandr. Victorious ones turn

into sticky wilds.

Ragnarok free spins

A special free spins mode where all the high

pays are in Berserk mode - have a 100%

chance to win the �ght. Raganrok free spins

are triggered from the treasure chest,

Ragnarok Wheels or purchased for 330x the

stake.
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Ragnarok Wheels

Ragnarok Wheels are a set of 6 fortune wheels

with 2 types of �elds: winning and losing. The

wheels spin one by one. If all of them stop on

a winning �eld, Ragnarok free spins are

triggered. If any of them stops on a losing

�eld, the odds are increased for the next time.

Ragnarok Wheels are triggered after every

free spins session. Spins can also be

purchased at any time for 7x the stake.
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Treasure chest

The treasure chest is a special symbol that can

land on the 5th reel in base game, free spins

and Ragnarok free spins. It gives a random

award. Options in base game: -An instant win

-Free spins -Ragnarok free spins Options in

free spins: -An instant win -Extra free spins -

Extra sticky wild -Sticky wild reel Options is

Ragnarok free spins: -An instant win -Extra

free spins -Multiplier increase
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Game rules

Welcome to Vikings Go To Valhalla Video Slot with 2 Free Spin modes, the Ragnarok Wheel feature,

Berzerk Respins and more wonderful features.

ABOUT THE GAME

Vikings Go To Valhalla is a Video Slot with 5 reels, 4 rows and 25 �xed paylines oriented from left to

right. The game has four Viking symbols and four shield symbols that win if three or more are lined

up on a payline, beginning from the leftmost position. The Wild symbol substitutes for all regular

symbols. There is also a treasure chest that only lands on the 5th reel.

Viking Battles

All Vikings that land on the reels will �ght Jormungadr the Snake in all non-base-game modes. If

they win the �ght, they will turn into a sticky Wild for the remaining feature spins. If they lose the

�ght, they land as regular high symbols. Vikings which are in Berzerk mode always win their �ght.

Berzerk Respins

Each Viking has a rage meter in the base game. Collecting 16 rage points triggers that Viking’s

Berzerk Respins. 1 point is collected from a 3-of-a-kind win, 2 points are collected from a 4-of-a-kind

win and 3 points are collected from a 5-of-a-kind win. The Viking that triggers the Respins will be in

Berzerk mode for the entire Respin round (meaning they always win their battle). The Respins end
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when there are no battles won or if all the reels are �lled with sticky Wilds. All new players will get 8

free rage points on 1 Viking. Berzerk Respins are played with the average bet size of all bet sizes

used when rage points were collected.

Free Spins

Land 3+ Free Spin symbols anywhere on the reels to trigger Free Spins. Free Spins are played with

the same lines and bet size as the activating spin. Before the Free Spin round begins, a bonus

game is triggered where the player can get up to 4 extra bonuses. Vikings �ght the snake each

time they land on the reels and if they win the �ght, they become sticky Wilds for the remaining

Free Spins. Free Spin symbols only appear in the base game.

Free Spin Bonuses:

– Random Viking in Berzerk mode

– 1-2 extra Free Spins

– A sticky Wild is placed randomly at the start

– A sticky Wild Reel is placed on a random reel

– Extra Chests are added to reel 5.

Free Spin Triggers:

– 3 Free Spin symbols award 7 Free Spins

– 4 Free Spin symbols award 14 Free Spins

– 5 Free Spin symbols award 21 Free Spins
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Ragnarok Wheel

Players get to play Ragnarok Wheel at the end of every Free Spin session. Players will spin a wheel

and try to progress to the center. There are 6 levels which you advance by landing on a gold �eld.

Landing on a black �eld turns it gold for the next session and ends Ragnarok Wheel. The entire

wheel has 90 �elds which are collected separately for each bet size. The �elds are reset when you

win Ragnarok Free Spins. The wheel starts with 20 gold �elds for each bet size. Players can see how

many gold �elds they have and access more information from the icon next to the reels.

Ragnarok Free Spins

Ragnarok Free Spins are triggered from the Ragnarok Wheel. Players are awarded 7 Free Spins

with a 1x multiplier. All Vikings are in Berzerk Mode (they always win their �ghts) for the entire Free

Spin Session. The bet value is the same as the triggering spin. If Respins and Ragnarok Free Spins

are triggered on the same spin, the Respins are activated �rst.

Treasure Chest

The treasure chest only lands on the 5th reel and can award 1 of the following prizes:

In the Base Game

2x – 500x Bet

7-21 Regular Free Spins
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Ragnarok Free Spins

In Free Spins

2x – 500x Bet

2-4 extra Free Spins

Random Wild Reel

Extra Wild

In Ragnarok Free Spins

2x – 500x Bet

2-4 extra Free Spins

+ x1 multiplier (this prize is capped at x5 per Free Spin Session)

Buy Bonus

Access the Buy Bonus panel by pressing on the buy bonus icon. For 7x you can buy a round of

Ragnarok Wheel.

For 80x you can buy a Free Spin session (including a Ragnarok Wheel round).

For 330x you can buy a Ragnarok Free Spin session (including a Ragnarok Wheel round).
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HOW TO PLAY

Press the Spin button to start game.

HOW TO CALCULATE PAYLINE WINS

To calculate your total payline win, calculate all payline wins and add them together.

To calculate a single payline win, count the number of identical symbols lined up in sequence

on the line starting from the left most reel.

If three or more identical symbols are lined up, �nd the win value in the dynamic Pay Table.

There you can �nd the value for all symbols for 3 in a row, 4 in a row and 5 in a row. Only the

highest winning combination per line is paid out.

Simultaneous or coinciding wins on different paylines are added and paid.

Collection Free Spin wins are rounded to nearest even value (using the bankers rounding

algorithm) to avoid showing a fraction of a cent. The total win in the end screen displays the

�nal rounded win.

GAME OPTIONS

Click the options icon to expand or collapse the options tray.
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Pay Table – Find how much each symbol pays out and explanations of the game features. The

paytable is dynamic.

Game Settings – Displays the settings panel.

Game History – If this feature is enabled on your gaming website, you may review and replay

your last 10 game rounds.

Game Rules – Opens the rules of the game.

Sound – Turns the sounds on or off.

Full Screen – Turns on and off full screen mode. (Desktop Only)

(Some features and options may not be available in your jurisdiction)

GAME PANEL

Lines – Displays the number of lines. (Desktop Only)

Bet Level – Increases or decreases the current bet.

Bet – Displays the current bet.

Max Bet – Sets the bet to the largest available. Pressing the button a second time returns it to

its original state. (If available)
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Spin Button – Places the bet and spins the reels.

Autoplay – Players can make the game play without pressing the spin button each time.

Choose the number of rounds to auto play by pressing the autoplay button. Players can choose

additional conditions for when to stop autoplay in the Game Settings. The loss limit in some

game client versions prevent players from losing above a set limit during an autoplay session.

Pressing the autoplay button a second time stops the autoplay.

Turbo Mode – Pressing the fast forward button turns on/off the Turbo Mode. When turned on,

animations are shortened to speed up gameplay.

Win – Displays the win for the current or last win payout step.

Balance – Displays the player’s account balance.

If your operator allows coins, then bet level will be coin value and you will be able to toggle

between coins and cash by pressing on the balance, bet or coin value �eld.

(Some features and options may not be available in your jurisdiction)

RETURN TO PLAYER

The expected payback re�ects the theoretical return across a very large number of spins by

numerous players over an extended period of time.

The overall theoretical return to player is 96.0%
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RANDOMIZATION

The reels are spun with a fair and equal chance for each stop position by a certi�ed random

number generator. For more information, visit http://www.yggdrasilgaming.com/en/about-us
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Game menus

Game Panel

Expand this image

Lines - Displays the number of lines. (Desktop only)A -

Coin Value - Increases or decreases the current bet.B -

Cash Bet - The bet is always 40 coins per spin or the equivalent in the home currency. Clicking

on this �eld toggles between coin and cash view.

C -
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Options Panel

Max Bet - Sets the coin value to the largest available. Pressing the button a second time returns

it to its original state. (Desktop Only)

D -

Spin - Starts the game. When the reels are spinning, the spin button transforms into the Stop

Button. Pressing the Stop Button stops the reels immediately.

E -

Autoplay - You can make the game play without pressing the spin button every time. Choose

the number of rounds to auto play by pressing the autoplay button. You can choose additional

conditions for when to stop autoplay in the Game Settings. The loss limit in some game client

versions prevents you from losing above set limit during autoplay session. To stop autoplay

manually, press the autoplay button.

F -

Win - Displays the win for the current or last win payout step. Clicking on the �eld toggles

between coin and cash view.

G -

Balance - Displays the player's account balance. Clicking on the �eld toggles between coin and

cash view.

H -
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Expand this image

Close - Close panel.A -

Paytable - Find how much each symbol pays out and explanations of the game features. The

paytable is Dynamic.

B -

Settings - Change the game speed, sound volume, and other settings.C -

History - If this feature is enabled on your gaming website, you may review and replay your last

10 game rounds.

D -

Game Rules - Opens the rules of the game.E -

Sound - Turn the sounds on or off.F -

Full Screen - Turns on and off full screen mode.G -
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Promotions

CRACK THE EGG

25 March - 25 March

Eggs. An oft debated object of choice. The subject of a range of forms

and sizes. We’re getting into a scramble just thinking about it. But

here’s the hard-boiled truth… however you prep your eggs this easter,

you’re going to want to poach one of many free-range real money

rewards up for grabs this week! So, as we’ve no doubt fried your head

with some incredible yolks, we’re inviting you all to Crack the Egg! A

nine day omelette of prizes that’s bound to leave you feeling sunny

side up! Get ready to whisk up some wins with €70,000 in Prize Drops

on offer! Spatulas at the ready. *Campaign isn’t available in the

following regulated markets: Italy, Spain, Sweden, Denmark.

VAULT OF VALHALLA
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25 March - 25 March

The lore of looney lords continues. Following in the book and

testament of the fabled Viking Vault comes another chapter where

the cavalcade of crazy Kings forges on. And this time, we’re joining

the Norse warlords even deeper into their treasury for a weeklong war

of wins in Vault of Valhalla ⚔  Grab your spangenhelm and swing the

axe into seven days of €20,000 real money  Prize Drop rewards!

SUMMER SPLASH

25 March - 25 March

Towel? Check! Sunblock? Check! Shades? Check! Oh! And also, you’re

probably going to want to grab your passport too… 😏 This time, you

could be travelling a little bit further than the reels. Over 12 sun-

scorched days, get ready to soak up some summertime spinning on

your way to HUGE prizes in Summer Splash!  Feel the heat rise in this

sweltering season of slots, as this month, an incredible €10,000 trip to

Mauritius, Dubai or Amal� plus €60,000 in real money prizes is up for
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grabs. We’ve got the deckchairs reserved. So, go ahead; take a dip. Get

a running start and dive head�rst into a pool of prizes!

Additional information

If the game is interrupted during play, players may replay the game round after restarting the

game within 0.08 hour/hours after interruption. If the player chooses to skip the replay, their

win will be added to their balance immediately.

In any situation where the replay-functionality is not suf�cient, please contact the gaming

website’s support team.

In the event of malfunction of the gaming hardware/software, all affected game bets and

payouts are rendered void and all affected bets are refunded.

This is game rules version 1.0, dated 01/03 2022. To make available any previous version, please

use the contact form at http://www.yggdrasilgaming.com/en/contact
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